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Introduction

The achievement of an operating controlled thermo-
nuclear power plant will require the solution of a
variety of unique scientific and engineering problems.
This survey describes the nature of the plasma power
source in an engineering sense, lists some of the known
problems requiring study and illustrates several
specific details In the design of toroidal fusion
reactors for which the author and fellow workers are
developing solutions.

The Power Source - Engineering Characteristics

The fusion reactions of higtest cross-section that
yield high energy are listed is Table 1.
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Table I

D + D — - He*(0.82MeV) + n(2.45MaV)

D + D T(l.OMeV) + p(3.03MeV)

D + He3-»He1((3.67MeV) + p(14.67MeV)

D + T—•- He*(3.52MeV) + n(14.06MeV)

T + T — - He* + 2n (11.32KeV)

3D » He* + n + p 21.6MeV per D-D fusion

The sixth reaction does not mean a three body
collision, but rather the simultaneous occurrence of
the first four reactions with the fuel mixture such
that they have equal rates and may be called a
catalyzed D reaction.' In all cases however, the
reaction products are energetic charged particles and
neutrons. • - - . . _ _

The reaction rate for a two ion species plasma is
given by

R » nin2 <JV>

where ni, n2 are the respective ion densities and <ov>
is the product of the reaction cross-section and
relative velocity averaged over the velocity range.
For Maxwellian energy distributions of temperature T
the plasma components may be considered gases having
partial pressures aikT. The gas is confined by a mag-
netic field of pressure B2/2y . The pressure ratio is
defined as

and for zcaatant 8 the reaction rate is then

B*<Ov>

T 2

The reaction parameter <crir>/Tz is shown in Fig. 1.
Clearly the D-T reaction dominates the useful tempera-
ture range by some two orders of magnitude.

The plasma Till also emit photons. Bremsatrahlung
or soft x-rays result from the free-free electron
transitions tad synchrotron or cyclotron radiation froi:
the magnetically confined gyratory electrons.

Detailed studies of fuel mixtures and reactivities
are available.2'3 It will suffice here to simply

characterize the D-T and D-D reactions as having high
and low power densities respectively and illustrate
their magnitude with two reference designs in Fig. 2.
A toroidal plasma is assumed.

General Reactor Arrangement

A schematic reactor configuration appears in
Fig. 3. The plasma is confined within a vacuum chamber
which is surrounded by a "blanket". The blanket i« a
thermal converter, moderating and absorbing the neutron
energy as heat and delivering it to an external tbermo-
dynamic power cycle. It oust also shield the Magnet
which is wound using superconductors, and minimize
neutrocic and gaams heat deposition in the low temp-
erature zone. For a D-T reactor it must breed tritium,
since this is not available naturally.

The Blanket - Engineering Keanirements

For feel cycle* consuming tritium it aust be bred
using the Li*(n,t) and Li7(n,tn) reactions whose cross-
sections are shown in Fig. 4. Lithitn is an excellent
self-moderator and, when enriched in Li', is a
slightly bette* breeder. More significant perhaps Is
the reduced leakage flux, as will be demonstrated later.
It is chemically active however, and if used at high
temperature requires refractory metals for containment.
Breeding ratios in fusion reactors need not be high
aad doubling times of a few years are easily achieved.
Thus the arrangement of the lithium layers within the
blanket may not be critical nor Is the consequent
pumping power associated with moving liquid metals in
magnetic fields.

The most severe blanket problem is one of radia - -
tion damage metallurgy. The first surface (facing the
plasma) of the blanket sees an Incident 14.UfeV neutron
flux of some 1015 sec" Every atom in Hb first

*Tuis work was supported by USAEC Contract
AT(30-l>-1238

wall is displaced nearly every day. Further,- the
prospects for the experimental evaluation of new mate-
rials exposed to thia intense flux are nil, short of
construction of a prototype fusion reactor. Robinson*
of Oak Ridge uses an analytical aclel to extrapolate
softer spectres damage to the harder flux and estimates
a four-fold increase for Nb. Other models yield
UMeV/lMeV damage production ratios of from 2.4 to 7.8.
Some simulation experiments have been proposed:
(a) neutron irradiation of boron doped Maples to in-
crease helium production, (b) bombardment by heavy
ions to accelerate atomic displacements and, (c) ir-
radiation of normal and doped Maple* by high energy
electron beams. Hone of these completely satisfies
fusion reactor conditions but, in total, they may
form a basis for good first trials.

There are other desirable qualities for blanket
structural materials. At the first surface the vapor
pressure must be low as must be the sputtering yield
to minimize production of heavy neutral* which con-
taminate and cool the plasma by charge exchange: and
Bremsstrahlung. The activation and afterheat should
be Id-. Elevated temperature engineering properties
such as strength, ductility, and thermal conductivity
must have reasonable values. Ideally, neutron absorb-
tion cross-sections should be low; (n,2n) cross-
sections high. The material should be e«*y to fabri-
cate i.e., weldable, and be inexpensive. Thu present
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candidated Include Mo, TZM, Nb, and V - no one material
or combination satisfies the list completely.

The thermal energy deposition of the neutrons and
secondary gammas must be tailored to suit the require-
ments of the external thermodynamlc power cycle. In
an earlier work1 steam was used as the thermal trans-
port medium in a non-breeding blanket surrounding a
catalyzed deuterium plasma. A thermal efficiency of
nearly 44Z was demonstrated using a single reheat,
single regeneration Rankine cycle. The use of small
diameter tubing within the blanket allows high
pressure steam conditions. This and the absence of a
stack loss malcaB possible high efficiencies. The
volumetric heating rates throughout the radial thick- '
ness of the blanket may,be, to a significant degree,
controlled so that stresses due to temperature
gradients are minimized and surface transfer rates ;
maintained at tolerable levels.

In the next section it is shown that the blanket
must also be a thin, effective neutron and gamma shield.

Toroidal Magnet Design

The toroidal field magnet must provide field
strengths of the order of 80 kilogauss at the plasma
axis. 'Che use of normal conductors near room temp-
erature or cooled to cryogenic teoperaturee mist be
ruled out due to excessive power consumption. Super-
conductors will be required. The present limits of
toroidal magnet design come from a consideration of
critical current density vs field. For our reference
D-T plasma for example, the field distribution within
the magnet bore varies inversely with radius and
yields a value of 160kg at the conductor surface at
the smallest major radius of the magnet (Fig. 5).

A second consideration is the strength and strain
of the substrate which supports the superconductor.
The magnet structure is akin to a preueure vessel con-
taining a "hydrostatic" magnetic pressure. The shape
of a bubble of water resting on a flat plate then
suggests the shape of an efficient magnet structure.
The bubble flls la a surface of constant tension in
two directions supporting the contained fluid having
pressure varying linearly with depth-.-**: toroidal field
with inverse radial dependence may be created by wind-
Ing the magnet filaments on constant tension paths, that
Is, such that the product of force per unit length and
radius of curvature is constant as shown in Fig. 5.

Strain considerations presently bind our designs
more severely. NbjSn has the best high field-current
density characteristics of presently available mate-
rials but it is brittle. If highly atraiaed ita
superconductive properties are lost and a reasonable
strain limit of some 0.1Z means a low allowable stress
in a stainleas Gteel substrate of only ±30,O00psi.
For some lower field superconductors such as Mb Ti
which are ductile, there is a very slight decrease of
current carrying capacity with strain. Fusion reactors
will require high field, ductile superconductors.

Of economic importance are high critical temper-
ature superconductors. The best liquid helium rr-
frlge'tanlon plants achieve relative efflciancies of
15.32, that is, compared to Carnot performance. This
means the expenditure of 458 watts per watt of refrig-
eration at 4.2°K. Present superconductors may be run
at higher temperatures, say 8*K. The input power for
8°K is nearly halved, 239 watts/vatt. For 20*K, if
this were possible, it drops to 92 watts/watt and thare
will be some additional gain due to the increased
efficiency possible in practical refrigeratora when
the receiver temperature is raised.

This illustrate* tba Importance of shielding tha
magnet. For the reference D-T plasma reactor end 8*K .
operation a neutron power attenuation of 10~* deposi-
ted within tho tiewar. la required to reduce the arefrig-
•ration pawer 'telaaa. thatf-a megawatt. The thermal

heat leak through the insulation will contribute an-
other 0.5MW and this is rather insensitive to slight
temperature Increases on the receiver side.

These magnet problems are not insurmountable cer-
tainly, nor have the problems been stated completely. .
The fields will not be purely toroidal—the plasma
current contributes a poloidal component. The constant
tension idea will be carried to three dimensional apace;.
There is also the possibility of force-reduced wind- •
ings.' The conductors arc allowed to align themselves
with th« field vector and simultaneously produce *
vertical field component at tha plasm* required for -
{stabilization. The fore* density is easily halved. ;
Two reference designs war* completed for a reactor
model smaller than that presented hare. Tha engineer-^ "
'ing quantities arc impressive and are reproduce// as
Table II.

Table II

Item

Superconductor

Max, field (gauss)

Major radius (cm)

Plasma radius (cm)

Astp-turns (106)

Avg. current dens, (amp/cm2)

Conductor current (amp)

Stored field energy (10* joules)

.Torous inductance (henries)

.Beat leak (kw)

Assembled weight (tons)

Centering force/coll (tons)

D-T

HbjSn

160.000

500

170

5.62

8,800

1,500

15.4

13,700

4.0

1,250

18,650

Catalyzed D

Hb>Sn

160,000

1.000

400

U.O
7,000

1,000

112.0

224,000

15.0

6,350

73,000 ;

In conclusion, fusion reactor magnets will respire:
the largest liquid helium refrigeration plants ever '
built and reactor designers must monitor and urge the
development of superconductors having high current •
density, high critical field and mechanical ductility.

Summary

The evaluation of the engineering problems of
fusion reactors has just begun. Worldwide, it la
estimated to be the part-time effort of fever than
fifty scientists and engineers. A few thought* have
been outlined here. The essence of the problem la
still one of plasma physics; the demonstration of
stable conflneuent of a thermonuclear pit—a. Engineer-
ing models are, therefore, beat guesses at present ccc-
finement schemes extrapolated to reector conditions.
Many of the technical problems ere however, mo£el-fre* :
and universally applicable. Thare moat be some ad-
vanced state of preparation for construction of e
reaci:or once scientific feasibility la proven. The
success of this program means the satisfaction of
global energy needs for the foreseeable future.
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Fig. 1. Reaction parameter
vs temperature.
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Fig. 2. Coinparison of D-T
and catalyzed D
plasmas.
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Fig. 3. Schematic reactor arrangement.
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Fig. 4. Tritium breeding cross sections
foi lithium.
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Fig. 5. Constant tension path in toroidE.1 field.


